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CONNECTING
WITH THE “ONE
REHEARSAL PER
WEEK” CHOIR
QUINT HARRIS
R&S Chair for Music in Worship
Director of Music Ministries, Vestavia Hills United Methodist

MUSIC FOR YOUTH
NATIONAL FESTIVAL.
» Guy Evans | Flickr
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As a youth choir director at
a Methodist church, I often
face the challenge of getting
the youth in my choir to connect with one another and
me at the beginning of a new
season. This is exacerbated
by the fact that they only
meet once a week. If you
are like me, you have had to
come up with creative ways
to “get connected.”

As a youth choir director at a
Methodist church, I often face
the challenge of getting the
youth in my choir to connect
with one another and me at the
beginning of a new season. This
is exacerbated by the fact that
they only meet
once a week. If
you are like me,
you have had to
come up with
creative ways to
“get connected.”

siastic about our challenges as
a choral ensemble when they
know I care who they are as a
person and not just a performer.
One way I have accomplished
this is to host a summer retreat.
This is often
a one- to
two-day trip
that allows
us to have
fun together
and get to
know one
another
better. The
retreat
also helps
any new
students
learn about
the group
and really
become a
part of the choir. I really cater to
the new students, but allow the
older students to assume leadership roles. The older students
help plan and implement many
of the activities while on retreat.
This event sets the tone for the
whole year. We spend most
of the time playing games and
having fun together as well as a
bit of “calendaring” and end with
some light singing. Since many
of my students don’t come to me
with extensive vocal training and
confidence in their singing ability, I have to move slowly through
the musical process. The retreat
affords me that time.

WITHOUT A SENSE
OF LOVE FOR ONE
ANOTHER AND
TRUST IN ONE ANOTHER, COMMUNITY IS LOST AND
A STRONG CONNECTION IS NEVER
MADE.

I have always
heard and
referenced the
quote “kids don’t
care what you
know until they
know how much
you care.” In my
experience, this
is extremely
true. For me, this is the first step
to finding that supportive sense
of community that is so crucial to creating beautiful music
together. James Jordan in his
book The Musicians Trust talks
about connection as something
that grows out of community. He
states: “the reality of people being
with one another in any life task
creates community. The power of
that community is directly proportional to the amount of trust
present between and among
musicians. Human relationships
are defined by the alchemic combination of both trust and love.”
Without a sense of love for one
another and trust in one another,
community is lost and a strong
connection is never made.

I have experienced this firsthand through my youth choir.
Students who come to the first
rehearsal but do not get a sense
of love and acceptance from me
or even a sense that I care about
who they are will generally not
return for a second rehearsal. For
this reason, I have had to change
my approach into a way that
fosters relationships between my
students and I and between each
other before actually embarking
on musical goals. I find that the
students are much more enthu-

•

I have also found that taking a
few minutes of every rehearsal
and having some of the student
leaders share about themselves
helps the new students to feel
more comfortable and helps
everybody know each other
better. This simple act communicates to the student that I care
about who they are and not just
what they do.
Take time this year to really know your “once a week”
students. It may prove to be the
difference-maker in the success
of your choir.
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SIGHT-READING WITH
A PURPOSE
MICHAEL ZAUCHIN
R&S Chair for Show Choir
Choir Director, Oak Mountain High School

L

ike most of us, I am
constantly looking
for sight-reading
materials, but more
so than that, I needed
sight-reading materials
that kept my students
engaged. I found that if we
did just one or two examples a day, some students
were not getting the
practice they needed, but if
I did more than just a few
examples, some students
began to disengage in the
process because they felt as
if it was “busy work.”
What I decided to do was
combine what they wanted
with what they needed.
The students WANT to sing
the music, but we teachers
know they NEED to learn
how to read. Therefore, I
went through the pieces
I was teaching in class

TEACHING ‘IDOL’.
» jacksonville.com

and found exercises in my
sight-reading materials
that complimented them.
If I could not find any exercises, or if I did not have
time to peruse my materials, I simply created some
sight-reading or rhythm
reading exercises myself.
Every day, after warming
up, I have the students
sight-read these pre-made
exercises. Then, I have
them open their music to
a small 8 -16 bar excerpt
(depending on complexity), give each part their
starting pitch, and give
them 5 minutes to work on
the excerpt. Sometimes I
allow the students to work
as a section, and other
times I have the students
work individually. During
this time I walk around
and listen to the students.

If help is needed, I am able
to assist or I can partner a
struggling student with a
non-struggling student. I
am able to assess the choir
members individually—as
well as a whole—regularly.
After five minutes we run
through the excerpt as if
we were at a State Choral
Performance Assessment
and we assess ourselves.
We might have to sing
through it a few times until
it locks in perfectly, but
that is okay! Once it does,
the students feel are proud
and feel accomplished.
The students seem to enjoy
this process, and I do not
feel like I am depriving the
students of any one thing.
They are building the skills
they NEED, while learning
the music they WANT to
learn.

DEGREES OFFERED:
• Bachelor of Music, Master of Music, Doctor of Musical
Arts in Choral Conducting and Vocal Performance
• Bachelor of Sciences, Master of Arts, Education
Specialist, Doctor of Education, Doctor of Philosophy
in Choral Music Education
• Bachelor of Arts in General Music or Music
Administration

SCHOLARSHIPS:
Graduate Assistantships–
• .5 assistantships provide approximately $13,140
per year, plus full tuition waiver
• .25 assistantships provide approximately $6,570
per year, plus half tuition waiver
• Choral scholarships for University Singers and Chorus

Dr. John Ratledge

Dr. Marvin Latimer

Professor of Music
University Singers
Director of Choral Activities

Associate Professor of Music
Music Education Department Head

For information about the choral program at UA Contact
Dr. John Ratledge, Director of Choral Activities / 175 Moody Music Building
Box 870366, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487-0366 / ratledge@bama.ua.edu
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UNIVERSITY
WOMEN’S
CHORALE.
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MEANINGFUL
WORLD MUSIC
vs. “Ooooo…I can use that
song as the cool procession
at my next concert!”
AMANDA SLAY
R&S Chair for Multicultural Music
Choir Director, Shades Valley High School

R

ecently, I had the opportunity to
attend an interest session called
Music beyond borders: world music
for intermediate treble choirs. The
session was a combination of extensive research in the performance of world music
and the presenters’ personal experiences
with the genre. Sitting in this session I
could tell the presenters were very knowledgeable, but more obvious to me was their
passion and enthusiasm for world music.
Their energy and passion for introducing
students to quality world music that is purposeful and authentic led me to think about
my own beliefs concerning world music. Of
course, as a music educator, I believe that
all music has a place and time in the classroom and on the performance stage. Aside
from my belief, teaching a varied repertoire
of music that helps students relate to other
cultures is a requirement of our national
music standards. However, when choosing
multicultural music, what is our measure
of quality? What considerations do we
make to ensure that the authenticity of the
music is captured? To what lengths do we
go to ensure our students understand the
purpose of including world music in our
repertoire? I am no expert on this topic,
but by employing specific criteria we can
all increase the chance of providing our
students with better and more meaningful
experiences singing world music. I was
able to glean a few answers to the above
questions and my hope is that the following
points will assist you the next time you are
considering the addition of a world music
piece to your concert program.

ALABAMA CHORAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
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“We have a great responsibility as music educators
not just to sing world music because it is fun, but
also to help our students understand other cultures
through those songs.”

AUTHENTICITY OF ARRANGEMENT

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

When selecting world music, most of the
time I give it a listen or play through on the
piano. If it is catchy, rhythmic, fun and not
too difficult for my students then it goes on
the “yes” list. However, the goal is to expose
students to variety of authentic world
music. In order to create an opportunity for
these authentic learning moments to occur
we must choose authentic musical material.
Authenticity in many cases begins with the
arranger. Does that mean an authentic song
is solely one written by a native composer?
No. Many arrangers have extensive knowledge and experience with various cultures
and parts of the world. Take the time to
find out what experience the arranger has
with the music and the culture in which it
originated. The experience and knowledge
of the arranger is always directly reflected
in the music. Some fine publishers of world
music that have done this research for you.
Lesson: Seek out quality publishers and you
will find quality arrangers.

This topic was probably the most important to me as I sat and thought about my
own process for music selection. In most
cases, world music texts carry some greater
meaning or story along with them. Before
selecting a song, engage in some research.
For students to fully experience a piece
they must know the story and be able to
communicate it through the text and musical expression. We’ve all heard the choir
that sounds like they are singing funny
English words because they have no idea
what they are saying. Understanding the
cultural context and historical background
is the foundation to our students’ successful
performances of world music.

LYRICS/LANGUAGE BARRIERS
Many times the lyrics in world music tunes
are traditional folk songs passed down
aurally from generation to generation. For
this reason, it is important to maintain the
accuracy of the translation and the pronunciation of the language. Finding a native
speaker to teach your students is optimal,
if this resource is available to you. In many
cases, you may have students in your
classes or parents of students who may be
willing to come and share their language.
If not a live person, there are also many
online resources for learning the phonetics
of a language.

My conclusion after this session was
simple: performing authentic world music
is crucial to our students’ development as
human beings. We have a great responsibility as music educators not just to sing world
music because it is fun, but also to help
our students understand other cultures
through those songs. One of the quotes
used in the presentation was from James
Jordan, who says, “the decisions we make
concerning the music we choose to teach,
rehearse, and live with are some the most
important decisions we make for the vocal
health, musical growth, and human growth
of our ensembles.” What a great responsibility and opportunity we have as music
teachers to shape our students into better
human beings through music. Let’s make
every moment count!
For information and resources regarding
language pronunciation, publishers, repertoire lists, etc. visit:
www.worldchoralmusic.com

AUBURN UNIVERSITY
CHAMBER CHOIR.
» acdasouthern.org
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TEACHING
INTERNS:
commingling the nouns and the verbs
into a successful internship

PHIL ROEDER.
» Phil Roeder | Flickr
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TERESA RHYNE
R&S Chair for Women’s Choirs
Choir, Piano, and Guitar Teacher, Auburn Junior High School

Teaching interns (noun)
1. College student who has met all requirements prior to field placement.
2. College student who is one semester shy of being a certified teacher.
3. College student who is eager to ‘show what they know.’
Teaching interns (verb)
1. Responsibilities of supervising teachers (ST) and cooperating teachers (CT).
2. Setting parameters for a successful internship for all parties involved.
3. Transferring college-class theory into music class practicality.

T

eaching public school music
education near Auburn
University has allowed me
the opportunity of working
with their music education interns on
a regular basis. It is a privilege to have
such a great partnership with them—
certainly an invaluable resource for
both of us. As a cooperating teacher,
I am comfortable co-teaching with
these college students who are only
one semester shy of becoming my
colleague. I find that they are (almost
always) more than capable and willing
to become my teachers as well.
Perhaps you’re being asked to host
your first intern and are not quite
sure what to expect. Perhaps your
internship experiences have left you
unwilling to host another. Perhaps you
are about to eagerly embark on your
institutions’ assigned internship placements. Harmonious relationships, like
most relationships, will require the
right mixtures of efforts and egos. Successful internships are totally possible
to attain!
Jane Kuehne (pronounced KEY-knee),
Associate Professor at Auburn University, has been supervising interns for
11 years (9 years at Auburn University
and 2 at Hartwick College in Oneonta, New York). Dr. Kuehne strongly

suggests that cooperating teachers
practice “intern immersion.” “Interns
should not be sitting and observing for more than two days during
their internship. They’ve had lots of
opportunities for observation prior to
this field assignment.” If they are not
teaching, then they should be rehearsing or performing with the students
as part of the group, leading a short
sectional, accompanying, walking
around listening and assisting, giving
you feedback (if your ego has allowed
for this), actively participating and
interacting with what the students are
perceiving. When interns write their
daily or weekly reflections, it should
be evident that they have been active,
and not passive, participants.
“I wish that all cooperating teachers
understood that interns will spend
so much more time with them” than
with their supervising teacher and
“that partnership is crucial in training
music educators” (Kuehne). Internship is where the rubber meets the
road, and “the students begin to make
the associations from the theoretical
concepts taught in methods classes
with what they’re experiencing in
[the CT’s] classroom. Hopefully, they
get to see their CT putting theory into
practice” so that connections are made
and solidified.

•
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Here are just a few examples:

12
3
4

Oh yea, Piaget was right!

I know how to approach
these students with
learning disabilities and
help them become fully
functional music students.
I see that after giving verbal
directions, this student is a visual
learner; therefore (on my feet) I
have to modify my instruction.

That’s right, I remember that
a student this age is a more
concrete thinker and may not
be able to grasp the abstract
concept I just tried to teach. How can I
re-vamp my lesson plan for him?
Making theoretical to practical connections aside, there are some concepts
that can only be fully understood
during the internship. One of the first
things I usually remind my interns:
teachers wear many hats, we are our
own administrative assistants—and, on
certain occasions, we get to teach! Let
them perform job-related tasks without relegating them to the position of a
“glorified student aide.” Allow them to
take attendance, answer emails, serve
duty alongside you,
lead students out
for a fire drill, write
receipts, assist
with costuming
and upgrade the
choral library. With
proper approval,
let them sit in on
an IEP meeting.
Let them send a
fax, for goodness’
sake! (Most of my
interns, digital natives, have never had
a need to do this). Role-playing about
a parent meeting is not the same as
sitting in on a parent meeting with the
CT. They can do a budget as assigned
in methods class, but they can’t relate
until they see an actual budget and
complete a multi-step purchase order

process. Let them take trips and share
responsibilities with you, even if it’s
their first day of internship!
Aid them in their immersion by giving
them their own folder full of music,
student rosters, school calendars, bell
schedule, special events, and names of
administrators and colleagues. Taking
time to do this lets the intern know
that his/her time in your class—under
your tutelage—is important to you.
Include specific assignments and opportunities. For example: on Tuesdays,
we have the students clean the keyboards or review music for a particular
class. On Wednesday planning periods,
you will observe our past teachers of
the year or fine arts colleagues. For
10 minutes each day, we will work in
the choral library. All of these applications will help them develop their own
routine when they have their own
classroom(s).
Tasks aside, people are the most important. You remember how arduous it
was to get that music degree—your intern has almost completed the requirements. Treat them with respect. Treat
them as a pseudo-colleague, if you will,
when introducing them (gradually) to
colleagues, administrators, parents.
The CT should be a person on whom
the intern and future teaching colleague, is willing
to call on after the
internship is completed. Be encouraging yet honest in
your evaluations
and feedback.
“There’s nothing
worse than being
blindsided with
issues at the end
of an internship,” says Kuehne. “Treat
[the intern] with enough respect to
address any issues up front” (attitude,
attire, attendance, etc.).

MAKE SURE YOUR
INTERN KNOWS
YOU ARE MORE
THAN WILLING
TO LEARN FROM
THEM AS WELL.

Make sure that your intern knows you
are more than willing to learn from
them as well. What form of social

media might you explore with their
tech-savvy guidance? What feedback
will you allow them to give you? What
games, relationship builders, new
songs, or personal insights can they
share with you? I will never forget
having a practicum student that
“clicked” with one of my classroom
students because he recognized that
the student was dyslexic.
Guide them to understand the nebulous line of personal versus professional relationships with your students.
Personable-ness and professionalism
should surely fit in the same glove.
Give them the parameters to have
freedom to treat your students as their
own students without worrying about
overstepping your bounds. Graciously enable them to develop their own
assertiveness, and balance it with their
emerging philosophy of what it means
to be a professional music educator.
Encourage them to be genuine and
authentic with your students and not
to emulate others’ teaching styles.

ALABAMA CHORAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION

Most of all, let them teach! Help them
expand their lesson plan ideas. Most
interns know how to prepare lessons
well but are unsure about where they
are going—where they are taking
these real, live students with them after going through plans A, B, C and D.
Why are these plans and this destination important? Give them an ultimate
goal: “I want our students to understand key signatures with sharps by
the end of 4 lessons” so that the intern
can work backwards from there and
chart out the lessons. Once they
have a destination in mind and have
sketched out the journey, let them
have the chance to create and evaluate
assessments. They’ve theorized how
to make these things happen; now let
them put it into practice.
Let them teach at least one piece entirely on their own (although you may
select the piece). Let them conduct at
your concert, or, better yet, at a festival if possible. Let them teach more
than the 2 or 3 required ST observa-

tion times. Let them teach more than
the daily warm-ups or bell-ringers. If
the process is more important than the
product, know that you are in charge
of the product, and it’s okay for the
intern to be part of the developmental
process. “A lot of teaching time yields
the experiences to make the connections to give and to get good feedback”
says Jane Kuehne. “This is not just the
responsibility of the CT. There has to
be an active intern that says, ‘I’m only
here for X number of weeks, and this
is what I’d like to try and to learn.’”
Be open to their creativity—you may
learn something new, too!
When the internship is over, be the
gracious host who says, ‘Thank you.’
Certainly wish them well and let them
know they can call on you at any time.
With a successful internship completed, you will be ready for even more
teaching interns—both the nouns and
the verbs.

» Môsieur J. | Flickr
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EHEARSAL

14

IAN LOEPPKY
Editor, The Reprise
Director of Choral Activities, University of North Alabama

M

y favourite time of day is
rehearsal. I tell my choristers
that the trade-off is such that
I’d happily go blind on paperwork for eight hours for a chance to make
music with them for one. It’s also a tremendously difficult thing to master, and
I’m in awe of people who do it well. Two
summers as a Conducting Fellow at the
Oregon Bach Festival gave me a renewed
appreciation for this (courtesy of a couple
of generous UNA grants). In addition to
watching eleven other fellow student conductors, we watched masters in our field
such as Helmuth Rilling, Matthew Halls,
Anton Armstrong, and Bobby McFerrin
engage their “junior learners” in amazing
and dynamic ways. It’s hard to think of
a learning format more dynamic than a
music rehearsal. The information given
and the feedback received is constant
and in both directions. It is a symbiosis
in which the conductor is entirely and
utterly dependent on the choir, and vice
versa. It fosters teamwork that surpasses even that of a sports team, because,
after all, no one is ever left “sitting on the
bench” in a choir. The choral experience
aligns a group’s collective energies into a
common goal and transforms its diverse
personalities into a true esprit de corps in
a way quite unlike anything else, and all
for a greater artistic purpose, shared with
an audience. And, unlike a hockey game,
it isn’t zero-sum: no one has to lose for us
to win.
But the winning takes work, and not
just during the rehearsal, but before and
after it. The music needs to be chosen,
balanced, ordered, studied, marked up,
analyzed, internalized, and near-memorized before I see them for the first time.
Planning the rehearsal beforehand—usually to the minute—is essential, because
my singers enjoy being bored as much

as I do, and we can’t spend more than
ten minutes on any one piece or section
before we’re bogged down and disengaged. And the rehearsal isn’t really over
until I’ve planned the next one. It all boils
down to the repertoire (and I have learned
this the hard way): it must be neither too
frivolously easy nor too difficult to be
mastered, older classics must be balanced
with pieces on the vocal vanguard, a
cappella with that requiring excellent (and
often expensive) instrumentalists, the
home-grown favourite (including my own
offerings) with the gem from halfway
around the world, passionate tear-jerkers
with playful bonbons, and short epigrammatic works with multi-movement masterpieces. What’s worse, the amount of
repertoire out there is enough for scores
of lifetimes: the vast majority of windband music has been written in the last
150 years, and orchestras rarely play music earlier than the 18th century, because
there wasn’t much of it before then. The
choral canon extends back to many more
centuries, and some say a cappella singing
and repertoire hasn’t had a golden age
quite like the sixteenth. And that’s just
the Western tradition: the human voice
is an instrument enjoyed—and composed
for—around the world, with a universality
no instrument can come close to matching. All of this is to say that, with the
exception of the classics my students just
need to know, life is too short to repeat
most of the rep out there, and while our
basic curriculum remains the same—singing together as best we can—the vehicle
for getting there is never the same from
year to year.
My students respect structure and
organization, because it makes them feel
like their time is valued. So rehearsals
start on time, and they end on time, every
time. They always know where they’re

ALABAMA CHORAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION

supposed to sit: our seating chart is finetuned to place experienced singers next
to rookies, bright voices gradually to dark,
and like voices next to like, except where
this unconsciously brings out bad vocal
qualities between two singers. (“Voicing”
the choir is never easy, actually quite mysterious, and I’m still learning how to do it
right.) This rigorous seating chart makes
attendance a 30-second process (merely identifying empty chairs) and makes
music distribution and pencils before the
rehearsal a snap. I’m fortunate to have a
cadre of choir officers to help with things
like this, and it builds leadership skills
with them. Announcements are never
more than three minutes long and happen
in the MIDDLE of the rehearsal (not while
they’re zipping up their backpacks at the
end). My music is entirely on my iPad, and
projected on the screen behind me at all
times; my singers always know what page
we’re on, I can zoom in and out for details,
and I can show them in real time how to
mark their own. For our elite ensembles,
in the past few years, I’ve incorporated
spot checks (where they stand up in the
middle of the rehearsal BY THEMSELVES
and sing their part to all) and individual
repertoire checks (where they come one
by one and sing their part for me, with
only their first pitch). These, of course, are
always announced in advance, and they
get help from each other, from their section leaders, and from me. Because of this
rigour, not everyone who joins our choir
sticks with it, and I’m not every single student’s cup of tea (and, as every ensemble
director knows, this is impossible anyway),
but our student evaluation numbers (consistently above the averages), our numbers in our choir, and our reputation for
engaging performances means we must be
doing something right.

all stolen from my former teachers and
my colleagues. (I’m always on the lookout for more.) Tricks like starting from
the last phrase of a piece and restarting
at points earlier and earlier so we keep
getting the “hey, I know this!” feeling.
Having everyone sing everyone else’s part
at the same time so we stay engaged AND
build sight-reading skills. Waiting until
they’ve made several mistakes rather than
stopping after every single one to keep the
rehearsal going (and hoping I’ve remembered all of them when we go back!). Or
alternating standing and sitting to keep
the blood flowing. Using one’s voice wisely
and judiciously is so important: showing
almost always beats telling, and if I MUST
say something, doing so briefly. And when
I do, trying to engage their innate musicality instead of just dictating commands:
rather than saying “sing loud here,” asking
“what’s the written dynamic here?” And,
even more importantly: “WHY?” And
above all, asking them to make their
mistakes LOUD so we know what to fix,
and MEANING this, because so many
conductors say this but treat the results
with scorn, because the goal is to make
this place a safe and welcoming one where
we work our butts off and can laugh even
when our efforts sound terrible, because,
after all, that’s what rehearsal is FOR.
I absolutely love rehearsing, I love learning how to do it better. I go stir-crazy
missing it during the summer. If I won
the lottery tomorrow, I’d still be doing it. I
love my singers to pieces, I dearly hope I’m
worthy to stand in front of them, and that
they get back what they give me, every
day.

And only when this structure is in place
can we begin the fine art of rehearsing
itself, with my cobbled-together bag of
tricks for squeezing the last possible
second out of our fifty minutes together,

VOCAL ESSENSE SINGERS.
» VocalEssense | Flickr
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A YEAR
IN THE
LIFE:

My situation is rather typical of
the rural music teacher. My kids
don’t have a whole lot of opportunities for musical experiences,
so I’ll offer as much as I can. My
trip calendar goes something like
this:

ers/staff/admin give me. Calendars are mostly paper for me;
therefore, only a reference. All
of these only function well when
I look at them often. I’m great at
allowing my desk to accrue paper
furniture…
Rehearsals. Oh boy.

8 grades (1st-8th), 7 performance-based field trips, paperwork for the parents/administration/board of education, a
fundraiser, and let’s not forget
the rehearsals…

• All-County Choir (2 trips) - 5th
grade only
• Fundraiser - World’s Finest
Chocolate - yay money!
• Veteran’s Day - 5th-8th grades
• Joint Christmas Concert (2
trips between each school) 5th-8th grades
• JSU Music Festival - 1st-5th
grades
• Young Voices Festival - 4th
8th grades
• National Anthem for Birmingham Barons Game - 4th-8th
grades

Google Drive, spreadsheets,
calendars, the “Reminders”
iPhone app, prayer, email,
Remind101, paper reminders,
and more prayer. That’s how I
keep up (attempt to keep up?)
with the myriad deadlines/
rehearsals with different
grades for this or that festival. I
teach at two K-8 schools in the
Jefferson County System near
a city that’s on the outskirts of
Birmingham. It’s a geographical oddity: 45 minutes from
everywhere.

Google Drive is my digital paperwork savior. I devote a folder
to all my field trips and keep a
spreadsheet as my timeline of
deadlines. My favorite moment
is when I strikethrough a given
task. My least favorite is when
I un-strikethrough a given task
because me no good at paperworking. “To do” lists are varied:
mainly the Reminders iPhone
app, the spreadsheet(s) I mentioned, my “marked as unread”
email, various paper notes, and
verbal reminders students/teach-

multiple schools,
multiple grades,
multiple festivals...

JEFFREY CAULK
R&S Chair for Boychoirs
Choir Director, Bagley and Corner Schools

One true downside to teaching
at two schools and doing before/
after school rehearsals: 8 rehearsals for me is only 4 for each
of my kids. Unless you factor in
2 voice parts, then I need to put
in 16 rehearsals if I want them
to have 4 rehearsals (assuming
they show up on time). I tried
and failed to put a spreadsheet
together as a picture of how I
manage my situation, but you
don’t need to see that to feel my
struggles and triumphs there.
How about we just commiserate
over the details and rejoice over
the opportunities we give our
kids? (Insert group hug and murmurs of shared experiences!)
I pray you make wise decisions,
do the best you can, work in
truth and integrity, try not to
pull your hair out (but be willing
to forgive and ask for forgiveness
when you do!).
Have a great rest-of-school year!
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THE CURRENCY
OF KIDS
DAN CATER

R&S Chair for Junior High/Middle School Choirs
Choir Director, Simmons Middle School

As adults, our daily lives tend to
revolve around money. We worry
about how much we make. We worry
about paying the mortgage, bills, car
payment, childcare, etc. We base many
major life choices on whether or not
we can afford to make these decisions.
It just isn’t so with kids.

lease opportunities requires that we let
go just a little bit. This can be especially
difficult for those of us who like to
be completely in control of all things
all the time. If your blood pressure is
starting to rise just thinking about this
idea, let me outline a few strategies to
get you started.

In my years as a middle school choir
teacher, I have found that fun is the
currency of kids. The big bills are
energy, and the coins are laughter. If
we carry enough of these two things,
we can buy the attention, dedication,
loyalty, and affection of our students.
When I give my students opportunities
to spend this currency, my rehearsals
run much more smoothly, and my
students leave hungry for more.
I’ve developed a theory I like to call the
“jar of energy” theory. Every student
comes to school with a jar full of energy. (I picture a mason jar glowing with
golden-white light). They will release
this energy throughout the day; they
must. A good portion of that energy is
set aside just for choir class. They know
it’s a place where they can unscrew the
lid and let some energy out! The key
is how they let that energy out. If we
as their teachers allow them opportunities throughout class to release this
energy, then it happens on our terms
and toward our ends. So many classroom management issues arise because
teachers want to force kids to keep the
lid on their jar for fifty minutes. We
all know what happens. The lid blows
off and they release energy on their
terms, often causing huge disruptions
to rehearsal. Allowing these energy-re-

» Nik McPhee | Flickr
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‘Fun is the currency of kids, and
the economy is on the rise!’
The first (and easiest) way to allow
students to spend some classroom
currency is storytelling. When I
can tell that my students are getting bogged down or fidgety in rehearsal, I’ll have them sit back and
I will tell them a story from my life.
Sometimes it pertains to something from class; sometimes it is
completely random. This not only
allows for energy expenditure, but
also builds student-teacher rapport
in the process. You may wonder
where the energy expenditure is in
simple storytelling. It must come
from the storyteller. Embellish the
details, pace the room, flail your
arms about, speak softly, speak
loudly. A well-told story makes
the listener feel as if he or she has
been through the story. Thus, energy is expended. If you don’t have
any great stories to tell, grab a copy
of something like Chicken Soup for
the Teenage Soul. Everyone loves a
good story.
The second way I try to allow
students to release some energy is
through goofy call and responses.
I have one called, “Hey Burrito!”
and another called, “Singing
in the Rain” (which ends with
everyone spinning in a circle,
with their head tilted back, eyes
closed, tongue out, fumbling
through “Singing in the Rain”).
It’s hilarious.
Another energy spender I
employ is what David Letterman refers to as “Stupid Human
Tricks”. What quirky, one-of-akind things can you do? Show
them to your kids. They’ll love

them! I balance a stool on my chin.
I can make my shoulder blades pop
out. We all have those weird things
that we did as kids to impress our
friends. As it turns out, kids still
love that sort of thing. Allow your
students to laugh at you. Let them
see you make mistakes, laugh at
yourself, and get over them. Not
only does this allow for levity in
the classroom, it also models an
important character trait essential
to life as a middle school student.
The question kids ask themselves
when approaching most situations
is, “Will this be fun?” If we can
help them answer that question
with a resounding “Yes,” then we
will have more engaged kids that
produce a more quality product.
Long gone are the days of expecting kids to sit perfectly still and
rapping them on their knuckles
if they don’t. We can incorporate
goofy, fun things into our lessons.
Let’s take what we do seriously, but
not take ourselves so seriously. Fun
is the currency of kids, and the
economy is on the rise!
» Eddie Van 3000 | Flickr
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ALL-STATE
WORKSHOPS
W

hen collegiate conductors work with
students in the community, some of the
motivation is admittedly selfish: we are
trying to recruit, we are working to help
teachers in the area build stronger programs, we are
cultivating a love of choral music in our community in
the hopes of building a greater audience base. But sometimes the work is more of a service to the students and
their teachers in the community, and All-State preparation workshops tend to fall in this service (and yes, just a
bit of recruiting!) category. In this article, three collegiate
conductors from across the state discuss their All-State
workshops. Erin Colwitz is hosting the 3rd annual
workshop at UA Huntsville, Melinda Doyle is continuing the workshops at Montevallo, and Laura Moore is
hosting the 5th annual workshop at the University of
South Alabama.

LAURA M. MOORE
R&S Chair for Community Choirs
Director of Choral Activities, University of South

Which choirs does your workshop serve?
EC: All three high school choirs. The first year I did middle school, but no more.
MD: All High school choirs, as well as the middle school
treble and mixed choir.
LM: only the 3 high school choirs.

What time of year do you normally host it? What
kind of logistics do you deal with?
EC: I do it in September. And I have three rehearsal
rooms (for SSAA, TTBB and SATB)...my office serves as
“snack area.” This workshop serves as a head start on the
learning process.
MD: It’s always the second weekend in October, using
rehearsal rooms on site; this is a jumpstart to the learning process on the music.
LM: I actually do it at the end of October, because it’s
more of a polishing workshop—the students are already
prepared, but have the chance to sing through the
repertoire with a full choir and real accompaniment,
and rehearse any problem areas of notes/diction. I have
a main rehearsal room, 4 sectional rooms, and a snack
room.

PLAY FESTIVAL.
» Christopher Durant | Flickr
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What is the schedule?

How do you publicize this event?

EC: Friday - 9 am until 3 pm.
MD: Saturday - 8:30 am until 3 pm; this includes a recruitment concert from the top Montevallo choir after
lunch.
LM: Saturday - 8:30 am until 12 noon for the SSA/TTBB,
and 1 pm to 4 pm for SATB.

EC: On the web and via posters; I send emails to all local
high school teachers.
MD: e-mail mail-out to all teachers in the state of AL.
LM: e-mail to all teachers in AVA District VII.

What sort of assistance (colleagues, students,
area teachers, pianists) do you have?

EC: Nothing right now; we have talked about doing a
follow-up event for those who have “made it.”
MD: no real follow-up.
LM: the first year I actually sent a congratulatory letter
to everyone from the workshop who made All-State!
Maybe I need to do that again. I do track the “success
rate” of workshop singers.

EC: My students do sectionals and registration; I ask
colleagues to lead the rehearsals. And I usually ask our
staff accompanists to help out and then students to fill
in with piano needs.
MD: Montevallo faculty and students to cover all
groups.
LM: I lead all the full rehearsals. I ask voice colleagues
(and high school teachers, on occasion) to help with
sectionals. Faculty pianists play for the full rehearsals,
student pianists with sectionals. I have USA students
singing every part in every choir, so that if no high
school attendees are singing that part, it still is heard in
the full rehearsals.

Do you charge for the event? If so, how much?
EC: I did not charge the first year...but now I charge $5/
person just to make sure they show up. Still, we have a
lot of “no shows,” which is frustrating.
MD: $10 to cover cost of accompanists.
LM: $10 to defray cost of accompanists, and to help
guarantee attendance.

Is there any follow-up after the event? or after
the auditions?

What things have you tried in the past that didn’t
really work? What types of changes might you
make in the future?
EC: I am going to avoid Saturdays; we’re going to try
Friday this time. Again, avoiding middle school. Still
learning…
LM: I may try to hold the workshop earlier to help more
with preparation, less with polishing; doing this means
I can’t work directly with each student, so I would have
to really balance the pros/cons…
Collegiate colleagues: what other ideas or formats have
you tried? Do you have workshops that serve the greater community? And colleagues from middle schools
and high schools: what would you like to see in these
types of workshops? What appeals to you and/or your
students? Let me know at lauramoore@southalabama.
edu, and we’ll get the word out!

ALABAMA STATE REPERTOIRE AND STANDARDS CHAIRS
Boychoirs
Children’s Choirs
College and University Choirs
Community Choirs
Junior High / Middle School Choirs

Jeffrey Caulk

Bagley & Corner Schools

jcaulk@jefcoed.com

Kate Donaldson

Vestavia Hills Elementary Central

donaldsonka@vestavia.k12.al.us

Melinda Doyle

Montevallo University

mdoyle2@montevallo.edu

Laura Moore

University of South Alabama

lauramoore@southalabama.edu

Dan Cater

Simmons Middle School

dcater@hoover.k12.al.us

Male Choirs

John Kincaid

Mountain Brook High School

kincaidj@mtnbrook.k12.al.us

Multicultural Music & Perspectives

Amanda Slay

Shades Valley High School

aslay@jefcoed.com

Music in Worship

Quint Harris

Vestavia Hills United Methodist Church

qharris@vhumc.org

Diana Mayhall

Hoover High School

dmayhall@hoover.k12.al.us

Michael Zauchin

Oak Mountain High School

mzauchin@shelbyed.k12.al.us

Ken Thomas

Enterprise State Community College

kthomas@escc.edu

Senior High School Choirs
Show Choirs
Two-Year College Choirs
Vocal Jazz Choirs

Diane Orlofsky

Troy University

dorlof@troy.edu

Women’s Choirs

Teresa Rhyne

Auburn Junior High School

tgrhyne@auburnschools.org

Youth & Student Activities

James Brown

Troy University

jbrown135723@troy.edu
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AN ANNOTATED “TRIED AND TRUE” LIST OF
GREAT CHORAL MUSIC FROM OUR BOARD!
FROM AMANDA SLAY:
Tshotsholoza, arr. Jeffrey Ames; SATB
divisi, tenor solo, congas and djembe
(Walton Music (HL 08501764)). Exciting
concert opener, especially when used as a
processional! Use of call and response, repetition, and appropriate vocal ranges make
this South African freedom song accessible for many ages and voice combinations.
The rich historical background of this
piece also allows opportunities for critical
thinking and meaningful class discussion.
Also available for TTBB. 2’00”.

FROM DAN CATER:
Esto Les Digo, by Kinley Lange; SATB (Alliance Music Publications (AMP0402)). This
beautiful a cappella piece is for advanced
middle school or high school mixed choir.
The Spanish text is from Matthew 18:
“Wherever two or three are gathered in
My name, there will I be also.” My students were surprised that they could make
a sound so moving and lovely. 3’00”
Shenandoah, by Kevin Riehle; SATB, flute,
oboe, bassoon, and piano (Oxford University Press). Arrangements of this beloved
American folk song are a dime a dozen.
This one is my favorite; also available in
TTBB and SSA. What sets it apart is the
interplay among the flute, oboe, bassoon,
and piano. Swirling instrumental parts
dance around soaring vocal lines. Use as
many voices as you can, and find skilled
players.

FROM DIANE ORLOFSKY:
Mata del anima sola (Tree of the lonely soul),
by Antonio Estévez; SATB a cappella
(earthsongs (S-38)). Do you have a tenor that you want to feature? This is the
perfect piece! Mata del anima sola (Antonio
Estévez, 1916-1988) is a Venezuelan piece
in two sections, one slow and meditative,
and the other quick and rhythmic. It is
based on the characteristics of a dance
called the joropo with the choir imitating
the instrument traditionally used in the
dance (tenors and altos have the rhythm
of the cuatro, a small guitar with four

strings; the sopranos imitate the diatonic
harp; and the basses sing the guitar part
or bordones). The tenor improvises as a
llanero, who is a man of the plains in Venezuela. 4’12”.

FROM ERIN COLWITZ:
Il bianco e dolce cigno, by J. Arcadelt; SATB
a cappella (multiple CPDL versions and
voicings). “The beautiful, white swan” is
has become a standard for high school
choirs and a great vehicle for teaching
Renaissance-style singing. It also works
for collegiate and community choirs, of
course, and would pair well with other
Italian Renaissance madrigals. Written in
the familiar Franco-Flemish style of the
early Renaissance composers, it supplies
all voice parts with beautiful and fulfilling
melodic lines to sing. 2’00”.

FROM IAN LOEPPKY:
Six chansons, by Paul Hindemith; SATB a
cappella (Schott (C 43 782)). A moderately
difficult set of six settings of poems by
Rilke in French; really gorgeous and lots
of fun. The occasionally complex harmonies are ameliorated by great part-writing
and voice-leading. “La Biche” (the first)
is published separately by Alfred and is
eminently excerptable: a sweet, 50-second
introduction to French for a good high
school chorus. 6’00”.

FROM JAMES BROWN:
Invictus, by Joshua Rist; SATB divisi, piano
(earthsongs (S-387)). Of moderate difficulty, Rist has pieced together a riveting
interpretation of William Ernest Hensley’s
poetry. The text is visceral, bold, and universally relevant. All students will have
some experience within their journey that
they can relate and bring to this piece. The
accompaniment is challenging, but very
rewarding! There are lots of opportunities
for rubato and free interpretation. Wonderful piece to allow your choir to not only
find their sound, but link more deeply into
themselves and discover the profound
impact they have on others, even in the
midst of challenge. 5’30”.

FROM JERRY OLSON:
Little Jazz Mass, by Bob Chilcott;
SSA, piano, bass (optional), drums
(optional). (Oxford University Press
(OU.9780193433281)). This is a highly
effective missa brevis for either SSA or
SATB choir with piano, bass, and drums.
There are various jazz styles, tempi, and
moods in the mass movements. A great
work to introduce jazz harmony and vocal
techniques to high school, collegiate, and
community choirs. Chilcott has successfully brought two very diverse traditions—
the Latin mass and the jazz idiom—in such
an expressive and entirely unforced way.
12’00”.

FROM JIM SCHAEFFER:
What sweeter music, by John Rutter; SATB
accompanied (Oxford University Press
(1693636)). Of medium-advanced difficulty, this is a delicate, popular Christmas
anthem based on a traditional carol text.
There are constant opportunities for
expressive singing throughout the piece.
Proper word inflection and use of articulation will make this a favorite of your choir
and audience. 4’15”.

FROM LAURA MOORE:
Let down the bars, O death, by Samuel
Barber; SATB a cappella (G. Schirmer
(50301431)). Of moderate difficulty; poetry
of Emily Dickinson; 30 measures of exquisite chordal movements and stunning
dynamic shifts; the tuning is most difficult
aspect. 1’45”.

FROM MARY KATHERINE KILGORE:
Come, Thou Fount, arranged by Craig
Courtney; SATB with piano (Beckenhorst
Press, Inc.) Easy and wonderful arrangement of a favorite hymn. One rehearsal
wonder for an advanced choir or easily
learned in 3 rehearsals. Begins with unison singing, moving to two part and then
four parts after modulation. Well written
and brings out the meaning of the text. A
favorite for my church choir and one that
we bring out every summer!
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MORE “TRIED AND TRUE” CHORAL MUSIC
Cast Thy Burden upon the Lord, by Claude
L. Bass; SATB with piano (Church Street
Music - Lifeway) Not only is this a great
challenge piece for your church choir but
a treat for your accompanist. This piece
reminds me of Mendelssohn’s writing.
Great piece for teaching vocal technique,
lyrical line, intervals and independent
part singing but easy enough to give them
success on the first rehearsal. 3’16”.

FROM QUINT HARRIS:
Alfred Burt Carols (Set II), by Alfred Burt;
SATB a cappella (Shawnee Press (A-450)).
Delightful carols that were originally sent
as Christmas cards to friends and family.
May be performed as a concert group or
individually. Sets I & III are also available.
Each individual carol is approximately one
minute in length.

FROM RACHEL SMITH:

FROM MEREDITH DEVORE:
Letter from a girl to the world, by Andrea
Ramsey; SSAA, percussion (Alliance Music
Publishing, AMP0768)). Delightful to
rehearse and perform. The text is meaningful, relevant, and empowering, and the
divisi is done so well that a good beginning
women’s choir (middle school or even high
school) can sing the parts confidently and
expressively. This is a piece I will teach
again! 3’00”.

FROM MICHAEL ZAUCHIN:
The word was God, arr. Rosephanye
Powell; SATB a cappella (Gentry (JG 2196)).
Requiring moderate skill level, the text
is a paraphrase of John 1:1-3. This piece
is great for adding some energy to any
church service or choral concert. It is very
attainable for high school choirs with
repeating motifs throughout. 2’10”.

Non Nobis, Domine, arr. Sally K. Albrecht;
3-part mixed (Alfred (37951)). This simple
Latin text is set to a lovely melody that all
voices enjoy singing. The piece includes
homophonic passages, as well as a polyphonic section. 2’15”.

FROM TERESA RHYNE:
Three choral settings of “The Lord’s
Prayer”:
The Lord’s Prayer, by David N. Childs; TBB
(also SA) with keyboard and free flute
download (Santa Barbara Music Publishing, Inc. (SBMP 212)). Published in 1997
with the SATB in 2008, Childs’ work is a
simply graceful, mostly unison setting of
the English text with a memorable melody
and expressive accompaniment (with
some divisi in each part). Since it really
is about the process and not the product,

my boys’ groups have often been drawn
to this one! 2’30”—3’30” (depending on
voicing).
Kittery, by William Billings, ed. Irving
Lowens; SATB a cappella (G. Schirmer
(10309)). Set to an early paraphrase of the
Lord’s Prayer, this early American fuguing
tune was published in the late eighteenth
century. The editors’ notes provided
by Lowens will help with an authentic
re-production of the style. I found and
performed Kittery about 6 years ago and
am ready to bring it back to my new generation of musicians! 2’00” (with repeat).
Baba Yetu, by Christopher Tin; SSATBB
with piano; (Alfred (27827)). Published
in 2007. Now published for TTBB and
SSAATTBB a cappella with optional
accompaniment. YOU may not ever
listen to those publisher’s sample CDs
that are mailed to you in the spring, but
that is how I found this jewel of a piece!
A Swahili adaptation of “The Lord’s
Prayer” by Chris Kiagiri, this is a Grammy
Award-wining title track from a video
game (who would’ve thought?) with a
unique world-fusion sound. The text is a
little challenging, but it is worth the effort.
Easy-to-add simple and elegant choreography if desired. 3’30”.
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RECAP OF VOCAL JAZZ
AT NATIONAL ACDA
CONVENTION
DIANE D. ORLOFSKY
R&S Chair for Vocal Jazz
Director of Choral Activities, Troy University

I

have just come down from the top of the mountain—
literally and figuratively—and it is my pleasure to report that vocal jazz is vibrantly alive and was well-represented at the recent National ACDA convention in
Salt Lake City. I had the privilege to hear several professional groups (King Singers, the Real Group), and attended
several sessions (listing just a few here):

college groups featured on the two-night jazz spectacular:
• Milwaukee High School of the Arts Vocal Jazz Ensemble
• “Eleventh Hour” (Kettering Fairmont High School)
• Voces 8

• Reading Session with Kerry Marsh, Matt Falker, Jeremy
Fox, Phil Mattson, among others
• Circle improvisational techniques with Jeremy Fox
• Round table about the Great American Songbook in
contemporary vocal jazz arrangements
• Lecture/demonstration on rehearsal techniques by
Jennifer Barnes and the University of North Texas Jazz
Singers
• Question and answer with the Real Group members
about their 30-year career and legacy in vocal jazz
• Session with Voces8 on using their method with K-12
populations
I need to give a special shout-out to the high school and

• Central Washington University Vocal Jazz I
• “Pacific Standard Time” (Cal State University Long
Beach)
• American River College Vocal Jazz Ensemble
• University of North Texas Jazz Singers
Special thanks to Dr. Patrice Madura Ward-Steinman,
National ACDA Repertoire and Standards Chair, Vocal
Jazz and all the divisional R&S chairs who helped to construct what was a very satisfying palette of VJ listening
and learning opportunities! Can’t wait to see what ACDA
2017 brings! Please contact me if you want to know more
about the repertoire included in this conference, or with
any other questions! Diane D. Orlofsky, dorlof@troy.edu,
334-670-3381!
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